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EDITORS’ NOTE 

Dear students, 

We are back – with more of your creative work. In this issue, we 

wanted to stress that written texts are only one shade in the 

kaleidoscope of creativity and even these come in many different 

formats. This is why we wanted to include a variety of written 

works, illustrations and a link where you can watch a short video 

featuring students from Danila Kumar International School Choir 

performing at The International Day at Šobec (from the school 

website).   

We are happy and grateful that you decided to share your work with 

the school community and let us have a glimpse of your inner world. 

It goes to show that there is truth in wisdom, which goes something 

like this: All that is behind you and the many things that are in store 

for you are nothing compared to what is IN you. 

One more thing before we leave you to enjoy the rest of the paper. 

(Please have patience with your friendly editors – we and all the 

other teachers will after all have to spend the entire summer without 

telling anyone to sit straight, spit out chewing gum and stop 

fidgeting in their chairs).  

A word of advice, therefore: No matter what you do during your 

summer holidays, DON’T WASTE TIME. Whatever it is that you 

are passionate about, whether it’s Lego blocks, drawing unicorns, 

underwater hockey (yes, it’s a thing) or rap music, give it your time, 

energy and dedication. Try a new dish and hate it, go out of your 

way to help someone, take up a new sport, just don’t lie around and 

be bored. Time is precious and there is a whole world out there 

waiting for you. 

Be safe and have a wonderful summer break. 

Ms Anja Dežman and Ms Tea Jelnikar 

 



Let’s start with some poetry, shall we? The topic? Love, of course.  

 

Love lane 

 
Oh, love lane, we have all travelled it before 
with the special someone we would die for. 
It flows like a river with a strong current, 
washing over us, reminding us of our love abundant.  
Oh, love lane, we walk in the mist thinking of that forbidden time we kissed.  
Oh, love lane, we are trying to make this moment last 
But we are only too aware this moment will pass. 
 
Oh, love lane, the trees are all starting to slumber, and our days are numbered. 
Oh, love lane, this road we have travelled is full of stones and gravel.  
We stumble and fall and internally ravel. 
Oh, love lane, we have run out of time, not walking in circles but in a straight 
line.  
I do not know what lies beyond the trees (swish swish) 
while we walk away in the breeze. 
 

Charlie Robertson Young 
 

 

 

We are sure that you have already had a chance or two to see the students of 

DKIS show their musical talent, but it’s nice to be reminded of it. You will 

recognize the place if you attended this year’s International Day. 

 https://youtu.be/4BhvOPmX0KE 
 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/4BhvOPmX0KE


You don’t know anyone who drives a Tur or a Chran, do you? Wait a few 

decades and you just might. Below are detailed drawings of a line of extra fast 

luxury cars, designed by a prospective car designer from 4M. There is also a 

similar collection of aeroplanes, to be featured perhaps in the next issue. 

 
 

                  



 

To anyone who read The Whale Rider, this story will probably seem familiar. 

Those who have not yet read the book might want to put it on their reading 

list, while everyone will hopefully enjoy the story written from the perspective 

of the protagonist.  

 

The Whale Rider: Kahu’s Thoughts 
 

 

My name is Kahu. I am 12 years old. I come from New Zealand, from a mighty 

Maori tribe in Whangara. When I was born, I was just a small baby and did not 

know what was yet to come. When I was born, my mother died. I never met her, 

this is why I was not that sad, even though my grandparents were always by my 

side. One day, when my grandmother and I were sitting in the house, watching 

the rain pouring on the window, she told me what had happened the day I was 

named. “Your name comes from a strong leader of our tribe, Kahutia Te Rangi”, 

she said. “Your beloved grandfather, though, thought that you weren’t going to 

be a worthy girl to be named after him. This is why me and your Uncle Rawiri 

completed the ceremony secretly and buried your birth cord under the statue of 

our respected Whale Rider”.  

I did not want to believe that dear Paka thought that, and I clearly remember how 

my face went hot and my hands became sweaty. Even though, nothing could 



make me love Koro less. He had wanted my father Porourangi to have a boy, and 

I believe that this made me go and live with my mother’s tribe. This had made me 

very distressed, because at a young age I respected and admired Koro a lot. His 

personality was radiating strength and leadership, though, now I know that he, 

too, can make mistakes.  

A couple of years passed and I returned to live in Whangara. There, I figured out 

that I was fascinated by the Maori traditions. I remember vividly when I heard 

about the Maori legends of the Whale Rider. It was a bright, sunny day, the wind 

was blowing gently, and I was eavesdropping from a window the things Koro was 

saying to the other boys.  I had butterflies in my stomach, guilty thoughts crossing 

my mind. My heart was beating fast and my hands were hot. While listening, I 

found out that our tribe was connected to the whales. I was thrilled, and I turned 

to leave. Though, after hearing such an interesting legend, I was absent-minded 

and tripped, making a loud noise. My cheeks blushed and I froze on the spot. Then 

I heard Koro coming outside. I got up, tongue tied. “What do you think you are 

doing, listening to our sacred legends? These are not for girls! Go back inside the 

house”. I tightened my fists and my breathing shallowed. I could not stop hot tears 

coming down my face. I started running and stormed inside my room. It was all 

my fault I was a girl.  

The next thing I remember is when Koro took the boys of the tribe to the open sea 

to test their skills as leaders. I later found out that he threw a sacred stone in the 

water for the boys to get. Though, nobody managed.  This is why, one day, when 

me, my uncle and Nani went fishing, I dived in the water to get it for him. The 

water was like silk on my body. As soon as I jumped in, I heard the song of a whale. 

I wasn’t sure if I had imagined it; nonetheless, when I turned my head, I saw the 

stone glistening.  As I swam deeper to reach it, my ears started ringing. At last, I 

took it and swam to the surface, air filling my lungs. I jumped in the boat while 

everything was out of focus. I heard Nani Flowers laughing faintly and Uncle 

Rawiri soaking wet. 

One day my uncle decided to go see the world. I remember that the day he told us 

about this, everyone in the house was upset. However, I thought I would have liked 

to go with him. While he was in Australia, I missed him a lot. At the same time, 

my young sister was born. She was lovely and I enjoyed playing with her. A few 

years passed and Rawiri came back. He told us amazing stories about his trip and 

adventures there. However, this euphoria ended when 200 whales were beached 

in Whangara. I clearly remember how worried everyone was, and how angry I 



was, since I couldn’t go to the beach and help. The people of our tribe tried their 

best to keep the whales alive, or push them back in the water, but I had a feeling 

that they had come here determined to die. So, this is what happened. Regardless 

of what Koro did, acting as a true leader and giving orders to the villagers, all of 

the whales died. When our people returned to the village, I heard most of them 

crying and looking grim. After all the people left, I went down to the beach and 

mourned for the whales. I was extremely horrified at the whales’ abrupt death.  

It wasn’t long afterwards when the final event happened and one last whale came 

to Whangara to die. I later found out that it was the sacred, Bull Whale of the 

Whale Rider, with the golden tattoo on it. Our people tried harder than ever to 

lead it back to the water, by pulling it, dragging it, or pushing it, but it was too 

heavy. This whale was just waiting for its death. This made me feel uncomfortable 

and scared of what would happen next. I went down to the beach to help this 

time, “it is crucial that this whale lives”, Koro said. I heard people moaning, 

shouting and sobbing. At the same time, I could taste the unusual, salty mist in 

the air. I went near the whale and touched it. Immediately, I heard the rest of the 

herd calling out for their leader, from the open sea. My heart started beating 

faster and my hands were numb and shaking. Touching its rough skin, I realized 

what I had to do. I mounted the whale and tightened my grip on it. My knuckles 

were white, and I had a lump in my throat. Suddenly, the whale started moving, 

and Uncle Rawiri and Nani were shouting my name from the distance. The whale 

dived. The water was surprisingly warm, I still remember that. The whale dived 

even deeper, and a breathing chamber appeared for me to use. I had felt 

vulnerable and I remember telling myself that I had to be brave. I wasn’t afraid to 

die. I would do anything for Koro. With that thought, I closed my eyes and heard 

the song of a whale once more. Then, everything went dark.  

I woke up with dry clothes, laying on a soft mattress. I had all my family around 

me, looking terrified. Then, I spotted Koro. I quickly got up and hugged him. 

Instantly, I knew that it didn’t matter I was a girl, as long as I was being myself. I 

had done the right thing.  

 

 



In the last issue, we got to know our English language assistant, Ms Nadia 

Ramtoola. We learned a little bit about her life in Australia and her first 

impressions on coming to Slovenia. This term, we decided to do mini 

interviews with some of the MYP students who joined Danila Kumar 

International School during this school year. The questions for the 

newcomers were written by 7I students and edited by Ms Anja Dežman and 

Ms Tea Jelnikar. 

Below are their 

answers: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sara Necić, 7 

Do you feel comfortable and welcome at DKIS? 

I feel comfortable here. 

Is this school easier or harder than your previous school? 

This school is easier for me than my previous school. I 

think that the big part of this is less stress in this school. 

What do you find most interesting about DKIS? 

The importance of presentations is most interesting for 

me. 

If you were the headmaster/headmistress, what would you change? 

I don’t think I would change anything, since our school is 

based on the IB programme. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Junxiang Wang, 8M 

Do you feel comfortable and welcome at DKIS? 

If the perfect score is 10 points, I give it 7 points. I feel 

good in most subjects. 

Is this school easier or harder than your previous school? 

Compared to my previous school, here we have a lot of 

subjects, but we don’t have them often, only once or 

twice. Sport was also very important, but here we only 

have it twice a week. 

What do you find most interesting about DKIS? 

I will say my classmates. They chat with me in English, so I 

can practice more. 

If you were the headmaster/headmistress, what would you change? 

I would have more P.H.E. lessons. 



Winter and summer, picture and poem. Enjoy the collaborative work of 6M 

students. 

 



 
Not quite sure about Spain, though… 

 

 



While summer is definitely a more relaxed time of the year when we naturally 

turn our minds to less serious topics, the following piece will probably make 

you pause and think. It was written by an 8M student as part of the 

Community Project and it contains some first-hand research. 

Volunteers and the homeless 

(Real heroes in action) 

Slovenia, Ljubljana, shops, cars, people… Everything is normal, usual and boring 

for us, but we don’t see the emptiness in the pockets and stomachs of some 

people. We don’t see or worry that these people can die on the streets.  

Volunteers who help them represent the real support of their lives. They help and 

don’t need any applause. It was a shock for me when I saw how they are trying to 

help, how they see a bright future in this unequal world. There are many people 

working in the Ljubljana centre for the homeless, doing the cooking, laundry, 

organising, helping with papers… and so on.  

Each year they help a lot of homeless people, each year new homeless people 

come looking for help. Every year, the Ljubljana centre for people in need provides 

help to around 100 to 300 people in difficult situations. 

The Ljubljana centre for the homeless is not the only such centre in Slovenia, there 

are many similar centres in Slovenia; in Ljubljana alone, there are seven of them. 

The centres need to operate and provide help for the people in need, but where 

do they get the money? The state provides the money, but in fact, it is more to the 

benefit of the state than for the shelters and the needy.  

There is so much to do in this community to help the homeless people move to 

stability, but the main things are understanding and communication. Most people 

are afraid because they have never been in this situation, they are not informed 

about it and they don’t know and understand what it means.  

There are also some famous people who volunteer in similar shelters, mostly those 

who have been in the same situation. Some of them are: 

- Steve Jobs (was homeless); had 2 funds for helping the homeless. 

- Jennifer Lopez (was homeless); she donates money to funds and has done 

charitable concerts. 



- Jim Carrey (was homeless); had lessons and interviews about it, he donates 

money to the cause. 

These famous people were no-names and they did a lot for us: technology, books, 

plays, songs… They got a chance to change, from those in need of help to those 

who can help others. I believe that everyone deserves a chance and understanding 

from others that they are just different or have another way of looking at life and 

that they just have difficulties… If one for all and all for one is our motto, then 

problems cease to exist. And these volunteers already started building a new 

world. 

The second part of this piece is about a homeless person from Ljubljana who 

shared his life story with me. 

Alex (the name has been changed) is from Ljubljana, Slovenia. He is 43 years old, 

he doesn't have a home and lives on the streets. Volunteers from the centre for 

the homeless help him with food, a place to shower, clean clothes, paperwork… 

When he was a child, his father had a drinking problem and his mum was away 

most of the time. As an adult, he drank for five years after he became an adult. 

He then found a good job and worked well, but one day his boss fired him because 

he relapsed, his wife left him and he was left without a home. He almost 

committed suicide. 

Now he has a lot of friends, he is happy and likes his life, he can draw very well 

and has a lot of interesting stories. Volunteers at the centre told me that he is 

helping other homeless people and the organizers and that he is very active. He 

wants to become a volunteer.  

Talk with these people, try to understand them and morally support them. 

I hope that next time when you have an opportunity to help someone, you will 

help, and that you will understand when someone around you needs help.  

Written by: Leonid Sementsov 

Edited by: Ms. Tea Jelnikar 

 

 

 

 



By the time you are reading this, you are probably already (at least) thinking 

about your holidays. It’s great to take time off and relax, to set school and 

everything school-related aside, but if you do think of your school while 

swimming in the sea, admiring the sights, basking in the sun, exploring new 

countries, goofing around with friends … send us a postcard! Not an email, or 

a Snapchat video, a good old postcard. We will display the postcards sent to 

the school during summer holidays. You will have to wait until September to 

see what our postcard-map of the world looks like. See you then! 

Below is our address: 
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